Orvis Guide Sling Pack

The F1: inspired by
motorsport engineering.

Ross F1 reel

LIKE MANY modern American reels, built
with saltwater/tropical sport in mind, the
F1 is over-engineered for most UK fishing,
except perhaps the odd big salmon and
energetic rainbow trout. But that doesn’t
stop us admiring its manufacture.
The F1 is named after the motorsport
and inspired by the grand prix car’s use of
carbon-fibre. There is carbon-fibre in its
handle, push-button release, frame
stabilizer and, most importantly, brake.
That brake is a combination of steel
and carbon-fibre, with eight points of
contact. This makes the braking smooth,
gradual and reliable. Ross says the brake
is infinitely adjustable and they’ve a point:
during a quiet time in the hut we counted
180 clicks in the four full rotations of the
drag knob. You could argue that in the
frenetic moments experienced when
playing a fish, you don’t have time for
such precise variations.
The stabilizer is a large central barrel
into which the spindle locks. We’re not
sure about its physics, but there is
no play whatsoever between frame
and spool. The push-button spool
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CONTACT: Stephen J Fawcett,
01524-32033; fawcettsonline.com
Distributed by Right Angle Fishing,
01963-23526
Also consider: Lamson ULA Force,
Nautilus NV, Hardy Zane, Sage 6000,
Einarsson Plus, Orvis Mirage

THESE SALTWATER rods are 9 ft long, made in four
pieces and in four sizes: 8, 9, 10 or 12-weight. They
obviously have a use in the tropics, but the 8-weight may
play a role closer to home with coastal bass sport and
pike fishing on the chalkstreams and reservoirs – two
branches of fly-fishing that have grown in popularity over
the past five years. Perhaps this is the year that you try
something different from trout and salmon?
We can’t fault the rods’ finish. Metallic-blue blanks
and reliable anodized black reel seats. The full wells
handles and fighting butts grow longer as line weight
increases. The 12-weight A6 has a double-wells handle
and long fighting butt, which enables you to cast
single-handed and fight double-handed. The rods

CONVENIENT AND comfortable, the Sling Pack sits on your back but can be slid to your
front whenever you want access to its contents. The weight is spread evenly, and carried
easily. There is no need to slog back to the bank every time you want something. It’s ideal
for the meandering trout-fisher or anyone who likes to fish light.
The main compartment is big enough to carry waterproofs and has three zipped
pockets and a keys clip. A second compartment has a foam fly patch, which can be
attached to the top of the main compartment. There is an outer pocket and a pouch for a
water bottle. The wide shoulder/chest strap has a sheath for forceps and a D-ring. There
are two loops between which you string leader spools, and an attachment area for zingers.
What the bag exudes is quality, which you would expect for the price. It’s made with
tough material and reliable fastenings. It’s well-padded and is available in two colours:
blue and the new “Digital Camo” pattern (pictured).
The only thing lacking is a waterproof pocket or a separate bag for keys or a phone.
That would be a useful addition. It will spend much time over water, after all.
CONTACT: 0844-557-4177; orvis.co.uk
Also consider: Simms Headwaters Sling Pack

release works beautifully: clunk-click.
The F1 is saltwater proof and has
ten O-rings that stop any water or muck
entering the brake. The frame, including
the seat, is machined from a single puck
of aluminium. Ditto the spool. This gives it
great strength. The F1 is reasonably light
and built to last. The spool is a genuine
wide large arbor, which will look after
your fly-line and retrieve quickly.
Looks? That is obviously subjective.
We think it is smart and elegant.
There are six sizes: 1 (2-4wt), 1.5
(3-5wt), 2 (4-6wt), 3 (5-7wt), 4 (7-9wt) and
5 (10-12wt); in three colours: black,
nickel-silver and Guide (gunmetal). Reels
at this price tend to be most popular with
salmon anglers and, indeed, the larger
sizes are selling best in the UK, so far.

Aleka A6 rod

£119.99

Build quality is
high. Fastenings should last.

Fly-patch sticks to top of pack.

Chest-strap pouch for forceps.

£169.99-£189.99

A faultless finish
and easy action.

are very light in the hand and it is a pleasure to hold them.
But how do they cast?
We tried the 8-weight. It has a middle-to-tip action,
flexing more through the blank than the fastest rods. You
can deliver a fly on the button without much effort. Tip
recovery is not the fastest, but it is still a good rod. Get

the right line on it, with the taper to turn over bigger flies,
and it will work very well.
T&S publishes only recommended retail prices, as a
benchmark, but Aleka rods seem always to be
discounted and their “true” price – however that is
defined – is hard to nail down. The A6 range is currently
£119.99-£139.99, which is very good value.
CONTACT: 0845-528-0566; alekasports.com
www.trout-and-salmon.co.uk
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